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This initiative has been taken to serve and provide easy access to maximum people across the country

DoctorC has expanded their diagnostic services existent in Bengaluru, by entering into Covid home services as a response to 
the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Starting from May 2020, the company has provided COVID-19 RT PCR tests in Hyderabad and Chennai. As the pandemic 
spreads and fear of a second wave shadows India, DoctorC is expanding the services to Bengaluru, Ahmedabad, Cochin, 
south Tamil Nadu and Kolkata as well. This initiative has been taken to serve and provide easy access to maximum people 
across the country.

The right mix of partnered labs, hospitals & paramedics has collectively created a smooth & safe experience for their 
customers. Standing robust, DoctorC has dispensed hassle-free, affordable, and reliable home services during COVID-19. As 
an essential service provider, the company works only with National Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration 
Laboratories (NABL) accredited labs to ensure the premium quality of healthcare. In addition to this, DoctorC also takes 
appropriate safety measures to ensure that there is no unwanted spread of infection.

Working closely with lab partners like Neuberg Diagnostics and Aarthi Scans, DoctorC aspires to assist customers across the 
country to get tests easily and in an hassle-free manner.

Speaking about this announcement, Neehar Cheerabudi, CEO & Co-Founder, DoctorC said, “Our ultimate goal at DoctorC is 
to make testing easily available to maximum people. We aim to provide smooth testing along with uninterrupted services to 
the people of this country. Combating with the COVID-19 spread has become of paramount importance for our country as it is 
for the entire world. We will continue to serve our nation to the best of our capacity all the while ensuring the safety and 
affordability of our customers.”
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